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4.7 Random access procedure
The physical random access procedure described below is invoked whenever a higher layer requests transmission of a
message on the RACH. The physical random access procedure is controlled by primitives from RRC and MAC.
Retransmission on the RACH in case of failed transmission (e.g. due to a collision) is controlled by higher layers. Thus,
the backoff algorithm and associated handling of timers is not described here. The definition of the RACH in terms of
PRACH sub-channels and associated Access Service Classes is broadcasted on the BCH in each cell. Parameters for
common physical channel uplink outer loop power control are also broadcasted on the BCH in each cell. The UE needs
to decode this information prior to transmission on the RACH.

4.7.1 Physical random access procedure

The physical random access procedure described in this subclause is initiated upon request of a PHY-Data-REQ
primitive from the MAC sublayer (cf. TS 25.321 and TS 25.303).

Before the physical random-access procedure can be initiated, Layer 1  shall receive the following information by a
CPHY-TrCH-Config-REQ from the RRC layer:

- the available PRACH sub-channels for each Access Service Class (ASC);

- the timeslot, spreading factor, channelisation code, midamble, repetition period and offset for each PRACH sub-
channel. (There is a 1:1 mapping between spreading code and midamble as defined by RRC);

- the set of Transport Format parameters;

- the set of parameters for common physical channel uplink outer loop power control.

NOTE: The above parameters may be updated from higher layers before each physical random access procedure
is initiated. At each initiation of the physical random access procedure, Layer 1 shall receive the
following information from the higher layers (MAC):

- the Transport Format to be used for the PRACH message;

- the ASC of the PRACH transmission;

- the data to be transmitted (Transport Block Set).

The physical random-access procedure shall be performed as follows.

1 Randomly select the PRACH sub-channel from the available ones for the given ASC. The random function shall
be such that each of the allowed selections is chosen with equal probability.

2 Derive the available access slots in the next N frames, defined by SFN, SFN+1, ..., SFN+N-1 for the selected
PRACH sub-channel with the help of SFN (where N is the repetition period of the selected PRACH
sub-channel). Randomly select an uplink access slot from the available access slots in the next frame, defined by
SFN, if there is one available. If there is no access slot available in the next frame, defined by SFN then,
randomly select one access slot from the available access slots in the following frame, defined by SFN+1. This
search is performed for all frames in increasing order, defined by SFN, SFN+1, ..., SFN+N-1, until an available
access slot is found. The random function shall be such that each of the allowed selections is chosen with equal
probability.

3 Randomly select a spreading code from the available ones for the given ASC. The random function shall be such
that each of the allowed selections is chosen with equal probability. The midamble is derived from the selected
spreading code.

4 Set the PRACH message transmission power level according to the specification for common physical channels
in uplink (see subclause 4.2.2.2).

5 Transmit the random access message with no timing advance.


